
Methods
OLE control methods provide convenient one-time operations to developers. Unlike properties, whose values are persistant over the life of a control, 
methods represent actions that a control can perform. Often, methods will change the values of other control properties, so be sure to read the Remarks 
section of each method carefully. The following methods apply to the SRP EditTable Control:

Method Description Version Introduced

AbortCellEdit Sets the currently edited cell to Navigation mode.  

AboutBox Displays the control's about box.  

AddNewRecords Appends new records to the bottom of the edit table.  

Clear Removes all data leaving blank records.  

ClickOption Programatically clicks the option/combo button of a cell. 4.1.10

Copy Copies a cell's text to the clipboard.  

CopyAppearance Applies the appearance of one cell to one more other cells.  

CopyType Applies the appearance of one cell to one more other cells.  

Cut Copies a cell's text to the clipboard and removes it from the cell.  

DeleteColumns Permanently removes columns from the table.  

DeleteRecords Permanently removes records from the table.  

EditCell Programatically places a cell into edit mode.  

FireEvent Programmatically fires an edit table event.  

GetCellRect Retreives the size and position of a cell.  

HideBalloonTooltip Hides the visible balloon tooltip.  

INSERT Inserts new data filled records into the edit table.  

InsertColumns Inserts blank columns into the edit table.  

InsertRecords Inserts blank records into the edit table.  

Paste Moves text currently in the clipboard into a cell.  

Refresh Redraws the control.  

SaveScreenShot Saves a screenshot of the edit table to bitmap file.  

ShowBalloonTooltip Displays a balloon tooltip over a cell.  

ShowContextMenu Displays a context menu at the given mouse point. 3.0.1

Undo Undoes the last change made to the last cell.  

UpdateCellEdit Applies changes made in currently editing cell.  
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